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CONSORTIUM, ULTRABOOST, MID &
RESPONSE, TRAIL, BOOST, Taiw - News Reports Release

this week is about to bid farewell to the 2016 and to greet the arrival of 2017, at the end of the grand finale of the shoes sale of
intelligence official ban, led by New York fashion store KITH host Ronnie Fieg team came to the United States of Colorado, the
Rocky Mountains, the establishment of a 3 month Pop-Up Shop celebrated brand was founded in 5th anniversary, the local street
culture, style and impact each other integrating the new Outdoor series. The upcoming launch of this week's Kith x adidas Consortium
Pack UltraBOOST Mid Uncaged in order to design a new look in the extension tube, and the winter wool comfort on the surface in the
weave, and color luster to Primeknit, accompanied by the symbolic white white Boost bottom perfect interpretation of a pair of
Response Trail; BOOST will be transferred to the design thinking of outdoor sports, a dark blue lace mesh, neoprene and nubuck
leather with different materials, and both sides of the three line to show asymmetric shoelace tone, also did not forget the heel of the
BOOST integration, and equipped with enhanced anti-skid characteristics of Continental tires as the outer bottom, called Street and
function both the year-end gift, worthy of collection. 

KITH? X adidas CONSORTIUM ULTRABOOST MID & RESPONSE TRAIL BOOST

tomorrow will be listed on the key shoes are as follows: 

JORDAN SON OF MARS LOW (purple and yellow) 3950).

currently has Facebook, which sells information, which is not the same as the shoes sold in different channels. Please use the
announcement.):

AIR JORDAN 1 RETRO HIGH OG "/ > 1

has missing or new welcome notice, little supplement, 

source: Nike Harajuku / Politics / SOCIAL STATUS

Last year, 
Jordan Brand has created a new series, with the concept of experimental AJ elements and classical algebra for the first two Air
Jordan fusion, 3Lab5 works using the 1988 first appeared in the Air Jordan 3 classic lines (Elephant, Print) burst polarization
evaluation modeling exaggerated obtained is perhaps the significance of the birth of this series, in at present, engraved with no end
in sight, this is another so that we can recall a time - two pairs of classic! 

in this series of second Air Jordan 5Lab3 yesterday two works on sale in Taiwan, the shoe quite curious small and lucky to start with
a friend borrowed to shoot, with you to look at this time produced what chemical reaction. 

both at home and abroad, this time on the Air Jordan 5Lab3 will be more extreme views, this situation mainly comes from the use of
this Air Jordan series Air Jordan 3M first back in 5 on the use of reflective elements, metallic luster in general case has very suction
eye, if you encounter a reflective (it should be said... If you wear out at any time in the reflective XD) shoes brightness is the guarantee
on the focus, many people rushed to this very want to start, but on the other hand, the 3M material Air Jordan Air Jordan 5 is not the
first impression used two times, with the upper after itself is composite. Soon there will be obvious wrinkles, make a lot of people
away, but this is the significance of the experiment, Jordan Brand once again caused a discussion in the shoe altar, as to explore the
possibility of creating more shoes. 
AJ 5 on behalf of the 1990 tongue trapeze signs is very solid due to material relationship many details are stamped with 3M material
or even retaining the details of another highlight: shooting jelly bottom reflective effect vamp suture 
the most Xiaobian surprise, in addition to the light is too strong, in the inner 3M material still retains the burst pattern, with lower
processing reflective, let everyone see Air Jordan 3 and Air Jordan 5 fusion high finish. 

today announced the NBA alliance held by the United States in 2014 2/16 in New Orleans. Star dressed in New Jersey, this time with
the appearance of the season a short sleeved shirt designed as a spindle, to color is captured from New Orleans unique and rich
local cultural characteristics, among which the most famous is full the vitality of the carnival. There are silver and gold dotted NOLA 14
words on the right shoulder of the western and outer Jersey, and the All-Star signs of blue EAST and purple WEST are displayed on
both sides of the chest. The chest striking iris pattern middle is the most representative symbol of Louisiana Lewis, were also in the
middle of this design is printed on the "E" and "W". 

this time the warm-up jacket also has special design, with black and gray color and a stamp of All-Star in 2014, this time is not the
same will be customized for a player, such as NBA All-Star MVP, won the NBA championship or the regular season praise will be
customized in warm coat. In addition, the players will also wear brightly colored printed baskets for warming up. 
In recent years 



NBA Jersey trend to minimalist design, mostly in the use of the most representative team jersey pattern and left many space in the
Jersey, and usually in Jersey plus many patterns are different. Each of the two designs has its unique beauty, and looks forward to
seeing players wear the new All-Star in 2014. 

source: Sole Collector

in the consumer sensory experience particularly attracted the attention of the era, with a good product may not be sufficient to
constitute the mind money motivation, such as shopping shops to the people's feelings, staff service attitude, or will the complex
restaurant or shopping center commercial and creative space combination, only success is to create business opportunities of the
king. 

, according to Curbed's source, Nike will build a retail store in the resort area of Miami with an area of 31500 square feet and a
runway and basketball court on the top floor. As can be seen from the figure that was designed by the renowned architectural design
studio Touzet Studio single mall in appearance with LED lights a large area of the scene, at first glance very luxurious; and it is shown
and the shopping space consists of two layers of high ceiling 17 feet up to the roof, is located in the stadium and other facilities is
unclear for their use, but since they spent so much money, is not hard to see will be applied to the Nike+ peripheral sensor to bring
consumers the most interesting shopping experience. Remember Nike Brand's interactive space PEARL PAVILION, which was set
up by Jordan in New York not long ago? You can wait and see what surprises you will bring us next. Xiao Bian can only say that we
are born in this era of how fortunate and unfortunate ah (about the part of the purse). 

source: Sole Collector

This week 
Kevin Durant Nike should be invited once again came to China not only, and share their experience in basketball, this is for the Nike
this summer's RISE ACADEMY training service kicked off earlier, he and Nike KD series of designer Leo Chang has arrived in
Taiwan, in the Taipei station before the start of the event tomorrow first, let us through the official Nike and foreign media to share, to
see him over the past few days in China area activities. 

Kevin Durant is the first station first went to Guangzhou, came to the Tianhe Sports Center basketball field in RISE ACADEMY, he
also personally end demonstration action to guide the young players this summer, Nike combined with scientific methods and
knowledge of basketball training, to let more young basketball friends to provide professional services. On the spot, KD also learned
from Guangdong, Panyu high school, known as "Durant in the middle of the Tang Dynasty". From a player from an ordinary family to
becoming the scoring scorer of the Nike Guangzhou High League this year, don Kong is very similar to KD's early basketball
experience, and he has trained as a model for KD. 

Look at your #xh55 

#

A, video, posted, by, Guo Cheng (@gc911), on, Jul 11, 2016, at, 2:51pm, PDT

the next day, he visited XH55 shoes store, an important stronghold of Guangzhou shoe culture, where KD played an electric NBA 2K!
We all know that he secretly quite keen on video games (KD IV design used hand game elements), the scene also arrange more
than 20000 people from lucky fans and he was selected for the war, Kevin Durant even the two win, he seems not only a terrible
game, game is quite powerful! 

@easymoneysniper # look at your #xh55

A, video, posted, by, Guo Cheng (@gc911), on, Jul 11, 2016, at, 1:14pm, PDT

then attended the second Workers Cultural Palace KD Court stadium for the opening, here by the Kevin Durant Foundation funded
renovation is the first aid object of foundation in the Greater China region, the future will continue to contribute to more in the global
community. 

Chinese fans designed Durant KD 9 through the NIKEiD platform, inspired by Chinese traditional ink and wash painting. Did you
notice that? There's a new color on the back wall! 
) 
farewell to Guangzhou >

This 



Flyknit Racer according to foreign media pointed out that the original shoes should be one of the color launched in 2012, but due to
various factors and finally failed to launch, until recently the exposure and preparation of commercially available, compared with a
mixed nowadays more popular, Flyknit Racer is published with firefly as the main colors, I believe there are still a lot of friends you
want to start this type of color. 

source: @lequan306

adidas by Stella McCartney celebrate 10th anniversary, launched in 2015 autumn and winter series; not only using advanced
technology to display the top functions, but also elegant, stylish appearance. The new series of perfect combination of fashion and
function, bold, eye-catching tailoring, with innovative materials and a number of clever levels of single products, so that you enjoy the
extraordinary and passionate sports moment. 

adidas by Stella McCartney is part of the Adidas Sport Performance. The joint series, launched in the spring and summer of 2005,
has been a unique brand of women's sportswear to this day. This innovative series of sports shoes and clothing, including
accessories, launch Weekender, tennis, running, swimming, yoga, indoor cycling and all kinds of single product in spring and
summer and winter winter sports will launch a single product. 

adidas by Stella McCartney 2015 winter series will go on sale in July, Taiwan designated shop listed for adidas flagship store, Taipei
A11 Chung Shin Kong Mitsukoshi Taichung and Kaohsiung Han, Shin Kong Mitsukoshi, a museum of god. 

fashion designer Stella McCartney said: "we aim at every season to do our best to design well worn and attractive single products
while helping top athletes perform best with top technology.". Today, women are becoming more focused on reaching fitness goals,
and more time to wear sportswear. So combining function with fashion becomes more important, and it also allows us to be more
confident and keep innovating. Co - operation with Adidas 10th anniversary is an extraordinary achievement, and we are looking
forward to this season's new series, as well as the future. "
." 
Run jogging series 

this season's running series to continue to promote the current running shoes revolution Ultra Boost leader, and by Stella McCartney
new design, launched Adidas by Stella McCartney Ultra Boost shoes. Ultra Boost shoe contains thousands of energy airbags, can
effectively store and release kinetic energy, so that each pace of Mercedes Benz smooth. The sole is equipped with Stretch Web
outsole technology to help runners adapt to each landing and perfect their malleability. The hole shaped design flexibility, Boost
technology in the absence of bound to maximize play, also can easily control. Full sole Boost midsole combines Primeknit digital
woven vamp technology to provide good comfort. Adidas by Stella McCartney Ultra Boost to amber color and elegant color, the
perfect combination of top sports technology and full autumn high-end fashion.
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